
SPickens: Good to see you again Mr Sheriff Sheeeeiiiiittt haven’t seen you since Rock 
Ridge! 
JElam: Howdy 
AMurphy: **tips hat** 
EWallach: That's perfect, now why the hell didn’t I think of that.Welcome to the Ranch. 
The best/worst group chat in the west.  
 

 

 

GFord: The name Pnakotic pops up a few times 
AMurphy: Same Also Motion and Strange Ones. Think they are their minions 
JPalance: Cypress Security has the name Pnakotic and Chroniclers together in a few of 
their databases.  
LVanCleef: Tarquin and Pilbara, check there.  
EWallach: Got a Lead. Prof. Nate W Peaslee at Dominican University of Ca. That’s close 
to you isn’t it? 
 

 

 

AMurphy:Motion seems like a weird concept. Those questioned talk about a Construct 
and the Library. Seem to be delusional or extra dimensional. 
EWallach: When do those need to be exclusionary? OP Tarquin is locked up pretty 
good.  
LMarvin: Cypress has an office phone number in Nullagine AU.  
 

 

 

JElam: WHOA Quacleaks just dropped Imminent Catastrophic Event:: Fortean Energies 
gathering. Verification SBIRS GEO-1:USA-229;USA-246--AEHF-3: USA-245--NRO 
Launch 65:USA-247:USA-264  -11.055092748726281, -171.07809844684104 
Anyone know what that is? 
SPickens: ‘em are satellites Mr. Bigeyes. I reckon sum shit gunna go down.  
JElam: well thats an uninhabited island in the middle of the pacific 
SPickens: Yup near the international Dateline 
RRogers: Thats one of the islands that lost a day back in 2011? Ten year anniversary 
passed.  
JElam: More dead missionaries? 
SPickens: Could be worth a poke 
CLittle: What exactly are Fortean Energies anyway? FYI the Chroniclers had that same 
alert a few days ago. Haven't had time to follow up. 
JElam: Some people say magical energies, ley lines, that type of hokum. 
SPickens: Mr Sheriff, those satellites show movements and aircurrents. It looks like 



there is some measurable traffic heading and pooling there. Kinda like sumthang 
building up ready to explode, ya know like a giant space laser powering up.  
CLittle: Space laser? Are we talking �? 
SPickens: Could be Mr. Sheriff, or something getting more powerful. 
LMarvin: or it could be Goku powering up for a really big Kamehameha 
 
 
 
 
CLittle: @EWallach - OP Tarquin as in operation? Is that one of ours? 
EWallach - Looks to be. OP is sealed up near waterproof. Looks like the theater was 
Oceania. And with what LVanCleef said, probably Western Australia. Was in the before 
time though during the Pacific War.  
 
 
 
 
CLittle: About that Library. Fellow said he was there and that he was born in 16 
something. I got a serious time travel vibe from the whole thing. 
JPalance: that does give some time travel vibes. Do you remember what he said 
exactly? 
CLittle: Don’t know about exactly. It was kind of an OK Corral situation. He said they 
were the Chroniclers and they want to chronicle all aspects of time. He said he was from 
Nebraska and was born in I think 1645. We asked if he was plucked out of time and he 
said “I’m not here. I’m in the library.” 
CLittle: Pretty sure that last bit was his exact words. 
JPalance: Nebraska wasn’t even thought of in 1645. Maybe he meant something else. It 
couldnt be days because thats like 4 and half years old. He was an Adult right? 
	


